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After Auschwitz A Story Of
Still, each story is a revelation. Because of a simple fact: it was a
living soul to be subjected to the worst of nightmares. While my
grandmother was always speaking on her murdered young sister
Mina ...
The story of little Lulek, and us all
Their son Fred Feldman, born during their flight from the Nazis,
has published a book on his parents' journey called "The Story
Keeper: Weaving the Threads of Time and Memory." The
Kensington resident ...
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‘Story of hope:’ Kensington man shares family story of
survival during the Holocaust
Where were you born, Dad? When did your mom die? Am I
named for her? Tell me the story of your escape and travels in
the war.
So many years after the Holocaust, still an unbearable
silence
Prairie Sonata Sandy Shefrin Rabin FriesenPress, 2020, 288 pp.
Yiddish culture always had better luck in Canada than in the
United States. Partly this was because Jewish immigrants to
Canada were more ...
Prairie Sonata: A new novel of Canadian Jewish life
Julie Kohner — daughter of Hanna and Walter Kohner — created
"Voices of the Generations" after her mother's death in 1990 to
make sure their story is never forgotten.
‘Voices of the Generations’ program shares story of
Holocaust survivor
The striking image inspired an investigation to uncover the
extraordinary story of Lisette ... Four years after the release of
her award-winning web documentary "'If I ever come back': A
French ...
The smile at Auschwitz: Uncovering the story of a young
girl in the French Resistance
CANDLES Holocaust Museum and Education Center’s Dimensions
in Testimony Theater will share Holocaust survivor Fritzie
Fritzshall’s story. Fritzie ...
CANDLES to present Holocaust survivor’s story Saturday
Former WNEW/NEW YORK and WRKO/BOSTON radio talk host
LESLIE GOLD is back, now telling the compelling stories of those
in their eighties, nineties, and hundreds. "A LIFE'S STORY"
debuted TODAY and is ...
Leslie Gold Tells Stories Of Super Seniors On New 'A Life's
Story' Podcast
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First Dates Hotel viewers branded guest Dorit Oliver 'brave' as
she recalled the moving story of surviving in a concentration
camp. She learned after the war that she had lost most of her
family durin ...
First Dates Hotel revisits brave story of Holocaust
survivor Dorit Oliver-Wolff
After the war ended ... While Heine now shares her stories in
remembrance of those who died during the Holocaust, she
initially struggled with moving forward from her traumatic past.
Holocaust survivor shares experience for a day of
remembrance
“That photo was taken in November 1942, just after Fred Kader
and several ... Kader said it’s important to continue to tell the
story of the Holocaust because it’s not ancient history.
Retired Omaha doctor learns how he escaped the
Holocaust, a story told in new book
Fine, now 77, presented her story to the Fort Sill community April
15, during The annual commemoration was co-sponsored by the
Installation Equal Opportunity Office and the Fires Center of
Excellence, ...
Holocaust orphan shares her story of adoption during
Fort Sill observance
He pointed to an example after one event about two years ...
every survivor who shares a story has the same goal: to debunk
Holocaust denial, advocate the elimination of hate, and ensure
that ...
For Holocaust survivors turning to virtual events, a year
of silence was 'unimaginable'
A Holocaust survivor who is believed ... Get The Jewish News
Daily Edition by email and never miss our top stories Free Sign
Up In 1945, just days after the liberation of the camp, she was ...
Story of first recorded Holocaust testimony revealed in
new podcast
The son of Holocaust survivors will help rebuild the Tree of Life
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synagogue in Squirrel Hill, the congregation's board of trustees
announced Tuesday, 2 1/2 years after the deadliest anti-Semitic
...
Son of Holocaust survivors, designer of Berlin's Jewish
Museum chosen to lead Tree of Life rebuild
“The Eichmann trial straightened the backs of Holocaust
survivors,” Mickey Goldman said this week, rightly so. Sixty
years after the trial, the Israeli public has begun to change its
attitude ...
The success story of the Holocaust survivors in Israel comment
As a 14-year-old imprisoned in a satellite camp to Auschwitz in
1944, Ben Fainer crafted a bracelet engraved with his name, his
ID number and some decorative elements. We explore Fainer's
story and ...
How A ‘Small Object With A Large Story’ Traveled From A
Concentration Camp To St. Louis
This is the story of Zisso. Hungary had been an ... along with
Eliezer Smilovits and his sister Sheva Goldberg. After deportation
to Auschwitz-Birkenau, Eliezer was sent to forced labor with ...
The earrings from Beregszász: Restoring the identity of a
Holocaust victim
the people that will come after all of us, will continue to know the
story,” Trestan said. Gutmann stressed the importance of
making Holocaust teaching a requirement. “Not enough schools
teach ...
Holocaust survivor shares her story, calls for mandatory
Holocaust education, says Duxbury situation made her
cry
The Museum continues to seek tribute stories from the family
members of Holocaust survivors that were lost beginning in
2020. Submit your story and your loved one’s photo here. On
Sunday ...
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